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Introducing PRACC
Over 100,000 people attend events at the Plenty Ranges Arts and Convention Centre (PRACC) annually it is the most popular performing arts venue in Melbourne’s north. PRACC offers several options to
promote your event or brand. All funds raised from your marketing investment help subsidise future
community use of the venue.
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Theatre Lightbox Advertising
Take advantage of the captive audience of over 100,000 people that pass through our foyer each year. To
maintain the premium feel of our venue, we only have three lightboxes in our foyer.
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Pull Up Banner Advertising
Only two pull-up banners are
allowed in the foyer at any point
in time. Clients are to supply their
own banners. Should you require
assistance with design and
production of the banner, we can
refer you to a local supplier.
PRACC reserves the right to
temporarily remove a banner if
the foyer is booked for a
corporate or commemoration
event (e.g. Black Friday
Commemoration.)
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DL Flyers in PRACC Foyer
PRACC has two DL Flyer racks in the foyer. Clients can supply their own DL Flyers. A DL flyer is commonly
referred to as envelope size. The dimensions are 210mm high x 99mm wide, which is also exactly a third the
size of A4. Should you require assistance with design and printing of your flyer we can refer you to a local
supplier.
We recommend that you supply us with at least 500 flyers per month.
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Flyer Seat Drops
Promote your upcoming show or local business by having a flyer left on each of the 497 theatre
seats before selected performances.
Clients are to supply their own flyers. Should you require assistance with design and printing of
your flyer we can refer you to a local supplier.
Please note that seat drops at competitors’ events are not possible. Eg. One amateur dance school
cannot have a seat drop at another dance school’s event.
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Emails to PRACC Database
PRACC has a growing email list of
thousands of locals that have given us
permission to send them emails. To
maximise effectiveness we do not email
our list often. What better way to
promote your event than by emailing
people that have attended events at
PRACC previously?
Clients that book an email to our database
also receive a dedicated feature in every
monthly PRACC eNewsletter until their
event.
Clients are welcome to supply the photos
and words for your email. As it will be
perceived by the public that PRACC is
sending them the email, PRACC reserves
editorial control.
For your convenience, PRACC offer a
copywriting service to write your email
text.
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Purchase Email Addresses
When customers purchase tickets to an event, they have the option to allow communications to them
from the promoter of the event.
Promoters of the event can purchase this list of email addresses relating to their event. To cover
administration costs, there is a charge each time we run a query of the system and send you a list.
This is a great way to invest in your database, enabling you to:
• Thank those that have purchased tickets
• Pre-sell additional items ahead of your event e.g. event DVDs, VIP upgrade experiences, event
programs or merchandise.
• Promote future events to those that have purchased tickets to your event.
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Facebook & Instagram
- Unboosted Posts
PRACC have over 3700 Facebook and Instagram
followers. These followers are typically people who
have visited PRACC before and are typically residents
of surrounding suburbs.
Promote your upcoming event to this engaged
audience. While an unknown fraction of our followers
will see your post unless it is boosted (see next page)
this is still a relatively affordable tactic as part of your
promotional strategy.
Clients are to supply artwork and copyrighting. PRACC
can recommend a graphic designer, should you
require assistance.
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Facebook & Instagram
- Boosted Posts
Unfortunately only a small proportion of an organisation’s followers will see an unboosted post. To
increase the number of people who see your advert we an boost the post we put on PRACC‘s
Facebook or Instagram page.
The $995+GST fee includes a $595 management and copyrighting fee and $400 worth of advertising
on Facebook and Instagram. Additional boosting beyond this is passed on at cost.
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2022 Theatre Guide
The 2022 PRACC Theatre Guide is an outstanding
brand building opportunity.
The 2022 Theatre Guide offers 12 months exposure
to the local community. The Theatre Guide will be
mailed to thousands of local-residents, will be given
to thousands of patrons as they exit our theatres, and
it will be available in the foyer throughout the year.
Families keep it handy at home for the school holiday
programs, seniors keep it due to our regular dayevents, and theatre goers of all ages keep it due to
world-class evening events. This longevity makes
advertising in the PRACC Theatre Guide a great way
to build awareness of your brand in 2022.
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Spoil Your VIPs
No event marketing plan is complete without
entertaining your sponsors, supporters and other
VIPs before or after your event.
PRACC features a full corporate kitchen and
hospitality team capable of anything from a
backstage finger-food menu, to a private VIP room
with lakeview balcony and exclusive table service for
pre or post events such as:
• Lunches
• Cocktail parties
• Three course formal dinners.
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Office Hours

Contact Us

Follow Us

9am- 5pm Weekdays

P 03 92172317

Team.PRACC

35 Ferres Boulevard

e info@pracc.com.au

plenty_ranges

South Morang VIC 3752

w pracc.com.au

LinkedIn.com/company/pracc

